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Description of the Project 

Under the International Experience Canada (IEC) Program, foreign national youth aged 18-35 can arrive to 
Canada each year to travel and work, and similarly Canadians can travel abroad and work for 1-2 years. 

Research suggests that advancements in the labour market coupled with societal changes presents unique 
challenges and leaves today’s youth with much to wonder. How have workers’ perceptions and 
expectations about work and employment changed – i.e. what do today’s youth consider a “good job”? 
How do firms make choices about the type of jobs that they create and how does it affect youth worker 
outcomes? How do perceptions about changes in the contemporary workplace, from the effects of 
technology on work, on job security and training to acquire new skills vary across the globe and different 
group of workers (workers without post-secondary education, workers with or without international work 
experience)? 

This literature review will examine the medium to long term implications of the future of work and identify 
areas of opportunity and/or potential challenges for youth and the IEC program. Information to be explored 
includes: What is the impact of emerging technologies (including advanced communication systems, 
industrial robots and artificial intelligence-mediated decision making) on productivity, employment and job 
skills? To what extent has increased reliance on algorithms affected opportunities for youth and recent 
graduates on the job market? What do people think the implications of automation will be (across national 
contexts as well as industry, occupation and skills levels)? Finally, the workplace is constantly changing – 
work arrangements are more flexible, but also less secure. Are we seeing the development of new ways of 
working and what do these changes mean for employers and employees? An examination of these factors 
and a comparative analysis between various corporations changing nature of work will provide insight into 
the potential challenges IEC might face in a near future while also examining the value of international work 
experience in this “next generation workplace” for employers. 

In Section A, key trends in Canada’s changing working environment will be examined in both large and small 
companies. Section B will provide a comparative analysis of cultural workplace trends happening around 
the world while keeping Canada as a benchmark comparison to these other global trends and identify key 
differences and similarities across countries initiatives. Lastly, Section C will highlight and discuss the various 
opportunities and potential challenges IEC participants might face through this changing nature of work.  
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Benefits to the Participant and Requirements of the Project 

This project will equip the student with a thorough understanding of the proposed topic, and enhance 
essential research, analytical, and writing skills. An effective project can only be accomplished with an 
understanding of the complexity of the subject matter at the outset, as well as the policy relevance of 
research in this area. The supervisor will therefore spend time with the student reviewing the proposed 
project in greater detail.  

The student will be required to investigate and examine the existing literature, and must also be prepared 
to discuss key findings or ask the supervisor questions about the material in schedules meetings – an open 
discussion will help the student develop their ideas and outline for their paper.  

Project Deliverables and Timelines  

February 14th:            Annotated bibliography of relevant research (properly sourced) 
• A minimum of 20 sources is required (1-2 paragraphs summarizing key 

findings, strength and limitations of research piece)  
 

March 23rd:       Draft report of major findings for each suggested theme identified below: 

A. Trends in Canada’s changing working environment 
This section will focus on… 

- Which workplace trends are we seeing in Canada as of 2019 and which 
trends are expected to gain popularity? 

- Are those workplace trends happening in small or large businesses? 
- What is the impact of emerging technologies (including advanced 

communication systems, industrial robots and artificial intelligence-
mediated decision making) on productivity, employment and job skills 
in Canada? 

- To what extent has increased reliance on algorithms affected 
opportunities for the youth and newly graduated on the job market in 
Canada? 
 

B. Comparative analysis of cultural workplace trends happening around the world  
This section will focus on… 

- What are the main differences and similarities in the trends discussed 
in Section A? Are they similar or does cultural differences plays a main 
role in the way workplace are changing across the globe?  

- Do businesses value international working experience as an asset 
when filing a position?  

- Are changing workplace environment compatible across the globe?  
 

C. Various opportunities and potential challenges IEC might face through this 
changing nature of work 
This section will focus on… 
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- How might these modern trends affect the International Experience 
Program? How could IEC facilitate this changing nature of work 
process for the youth participating in the program?  
 

April 23rd:           Submit final report to supervisor and program director including: 
- Major findings 
- Annotated bibliography 

May-June 2019 (Date TBD):        

• The student has the opportunity to design a PowerPoint presentation and present key findings of 
their report to the International Experience Canada team at IRCC, at 365 Laurier Avenue in Ottawa.  
 

 
Meeting Schedule and Course Milestones 
• In-person or tele-conference meeting once a week for approximately 1 hour to discuss project and to 

identify any issues or concerns.  
 

Milestone Winter 2020 
Submission of project proposals by supervisors December 13 
Submission of applications by students January 3 
Sponsors and students informed about outcome of matching January 6-7 
Student interviews with sponsors January 8-16 
Last day for students to register in ECO4150 January 17 
University of Ottawa Reading Week February 16-22 
University of Ottawa Easter Break April 10 - April 13 
Classes end April 4 
Final Exam Period April 7-24 
Students submit draft to supervisors (recommendation) March 27 
Students submit final draft and report to Director April 23 
Supervisor submits evaluation to Director May 1 
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Assessment Criteria  
• The grade for this course is determined by a variety of factors, including:  

 

Milestone Grade Breakdown 
Active Participation in Meetings and Weekly Updates 
• Student arrives to all meetings on time. 
• Student is prepared for all meetings with questions and/or 

comments about the topic and material examined in the literature. 
• Student provides weekly updates on the progress of the paper, 

indicating consistent progress throughout the semester. 

20% 

Annotated Bibliography 
• The annotated bibliography is submitted by the deadline indicated in 

the outline. 
• The annotated bibliography includes at least 20 sources, with 1-2 

paragraphs summarizing each source. 
• The sources in the annotated bibliography relate to the topic, and 

the descriptive paragraphs reflect a good understanding of the key 
findings, strengths, and limitations of each source. 

• Sources are properly cited. 

10% 

First Draft 
• The first draft is submitted by the deadline indicated in the outline. 
• The first draft includes a variety of sources, many of which are drawn 

from the annotated bibliography. 
• The first draft is well organized, and demonstrates a good 

understanding of the material and the themes identified in the 
literature. 

• The first draft is well written (sentence structure, grammar, and 
spelling).  

• The first draft clearly incorporates any comments or suggestions 
discussed between the supervisor and student in prior meetings. 

20% 

Final Report 
• The final report is submitted by the deadline indicated in the outline. 
• The final report is well written (sentence structure, grammar, and 

spelling).  
• The final report incorporates all suggested revisions from the 

supervisor, and includes the annotated bibliography and 
bibliography (for any additional sources). 

• The final report meets all expectations and requirements as stated in 
the outline and discussed in the meetings throughout the semester. 

50% 

Overall 100% 

 


